r17.0.4 Changelog

| r17.0.4 Release | 64319 |

Release day - 19th February 2020

Bugs

- [DSOF-10298] - Silence warning logged every frame in console when capture group used with bluefish cards
- [DSOF-12594] - Sockpuppet: Continuous 'outFrame out of bounds' notification after selecting a video clip from the video slot using MA
- [DSOF-12654] - Sockpuppet: Loop outframe parameter default value is 48 - should be 0
- [DSOF-12700] - VR anti-alias setting does not work for Schematic camera
- [DSOF-12727] - Warp bias has no effect on 4-point warping
- [DSOF-12756] - Layer Editor: holding shift to mouse wheel scroll the next keyframe incorrectly uses large increments
- [DSOF-12814] - HSV Palette turn into 'Bad Texture' on load of d3
- [DSOF-12835] - VR: Unable to get FOV for index 0
- [DSOF-12836] - VR: Attempting to pan the VR camera preview results in an error
- [DSOF-12845] - Purelink matrix will only send last route
- [DSOF-12924] - OSC sending is rate limited to one message every 5ms

Please contact support@disguise.one for feedback and issues